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 When we profile a customer persona, we try to reduce all of our potential 
audience to one single individual, and we define every single aspect of their 
personality and their life. We are trying to know our customer as we would a very
close friend, to understand their needs and wants and thus be able to anticipate
(or even control - insert evil laugh here)  their decisions.

 The customer profile is a tool you can use for decision making. Whether 
you are trying to decide which product to launch, what content to create, which 
platforms to use to distribute that content or even which promotion to run - 
having a clearly defined customer persona can help you make these decisions 
and get a clear, powerful impact.

Our customer persona profile is composed of the following points :

I. DEMOGRAPHICS

II . PERSONAL BACKGROUND

- Name
- Age 
- Nationality, Residence
- Ethnic and religious background

- Socio-Economical Upbringing
- Education (schooling and higher education)
- Relationship status / children

We try to understand his/her personality, their character, their hopes, and dreams. 

III . PROFFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
This is particularly relevant for B2B businesses. We try to understand the work-life of the 
person that would be responsible for making the decision of acquiring our product. 

IV . CONSUMER HABITS
We need to understand how our customer behaves, but even more specifically, how do 
they spend their money. Since there is an infinite number of factors we could consider, 
it´s important to zero-in on their behavior related to buying.

V . COMMUNICATION HABITS
The way our consumer interacts with the world is very important for a company trying 
to reach them, especially when making decisions about marketing and customer service.

VI . CURRENT SITUATION AND CHALLENGES
We need our customers to choose us now, so it´s important to understand their current 
situation as well as their full background. We need to know their needs and wants, as well
as the pain points on their day. 
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 We create our customer persona by looking at every single aspect of our 
customer background as well as their current situation. You need to be able to 
understand him/her as well, or even better than you understand yourself. 

 * Initial interview: We will have an introductory call to understand your 
     business, as well as your understanding of your customer based on experience.

 * Research: Our team will look into the different representations of your 
     brand as well as the competition and consumer landscape, based on this we
     draft the psychological profile of your customer.

 * Profile creation: You will customer persona profile within 15 (fifteen) 
      working days from the date of the first interview. 

 * Profile review interview: After you have had time to review the document,
    we will schedule another call with our team to guide you through the results of
    our research and give you some guidelines on how to use it going forward.
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 The CUSTOMER PERSONA PACKAGE starts at €399, but this price is 
applicable only to small, young companies. (less than 2 years of activity, 1-5 
employees).
The longer a company has been in the market the more interactions with both
customers and competition have been made. The bigger a team gets, the more
intricated the internal relationships. This means more lengthy and thorough
research has to be done, and therefore it requires more time and effort from our
side. An ad-hoc quotation will be made in this case.

 This price is also applicable to 1 customer persona profile only (which is
what we recommend). If the customer desires to add more, each additional 
profile will incur in a €250 upcharge.
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 The customer profile is a tool you can use for decision making. Whether 
you are trying to decide which product to launch, what content to create, which 
platforms to use to distribute that content or even which promotion to run - 
having a clearly defined customer persona can help you make these decisions 
and get a clear, powerful impact.
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* Payment to be made by electronic bank transfer or PayPal.
* Payment needs to be made within 7 (seven) days from the date of the initial interview. The 
Customer persona document won´t be released to the customer until the payment has been
 received.
* The price will be inclusive of total two calls, the customer persona document as well as the 
necessary work to produce this document. If additional calls or documents are required
these will have to be quoted and charged separately.
* All information disclosed by the customer in the sessions is confidential and shall not be
 revealed to any third parties.
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